Quantification of asymmetric valvular regurgitant jets by color Doppler ultrasound in vitro.
Accurate quantification of regurgitant jets in natural and prosthetic heart valves has been a goal of health care workers and researchers for many years. One promising new method applies the law of conservation of momentum transfer to velocities measured by color Doppler ultrasound to calculate the flow rate in the jet. One complicating factor is that regurgitant jets from real heart valves may be highly asymmetric. The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether the accurate calculation of the flow rate in asymmetric jets imaged by color Doppler requires an asymmetric formulation of the conservation of momentum transfer, combined with a method for imaging the jet in three dimensions. Asymmetric jets issuing from narrow slits were imaged in an in vitro, steady flow system. The ultrasound transducer was rotated around the jet axis to image the jet in three dimensions. The three-dimensional imaging confirmed that jets from slits are indeed asymmetric, but become relatively axisymmetric far from the orifice. Images were analyzed by computer and the calculated flows compared to measured flows. The accuracy of an asymmetric formulation of the conservation of momentum transfer method was compared to a simpler, axisymmetric formulation. If axisymmetry was assumed in asymmetric jets, significant errors in the calculated flow rates occurred. In these cases, the calculated flow also varied widely with distance from the orifice. When asymmetry was taken into account, the errors were considerably reduced. The results suggest that, in asymmetric jets, the momentum transfer is convected around the jet axis.